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Sociophonetic variation brings into focus the type of knowledge speakers have/use in 

constructing their own gender and in understanding another gender identity through linguistic 
variation. When phonetic variation shows measurable differences that appear to be indexed with 
different gender roles, can individuals perform other gender roles successfully by utilizing such 
phonetic variation? Will performances of the other role rely on gross stereotypes or on fine-
grained linguistic knowledge?  

This phonetic experiment explores such questions as male and female speakers of 
Canadian English performed tasks including a nuanced gender performative reading: “more 
masculine” or “more feminine”. Performance type (masculine/feminine) was randomized within 
each gender group resulting in both genders reading in both ways.  
Performative reading measurements were compared to normative reading measurements for 
individual speakers. The variables /s/ and /./ were chosen because of their status as gendered 
variables established in previous research (Fox & Nissen 2005, Heffernan 2004, Jongman, 
Wayland & Wong 2000, Whiteside 1996, Schwartz 1968). Each fricative token was measured 
for duration, COG and intensity. Based on my previous work, the prediction for duration is that 
the [+masc] reading will have longer durations than the regular reading by the same speaker. 
COG is expected to be higher for [+fem] readings following Fox & Nissen (2005) and Jongman 
et al. (2000) but only for /s/ tokens if speakers are aware of gender variation constraints 
following my previous work. Intensity results from my previous work are complex but we might 
expect louder fricatives by males especially for /s/ word-initial tokens.  

Results indicate that cross-gender performances are the most reflective of the 
measurements of interest, suggesting that it is easier to apply “other” variants when the 
performance type is “other”. The male speaker performing [+fem] best follows our predictions, 
creating shorter, higher and quieter fricatives. However, there is no distinction made between /s/ 
and /./ tokens when his COG is adjusted, suggesting that this variation detail is missing/not 
producible. The next best performances are by female speakers reading in more masculine ways. 
Both decrease COG but where one increases intensity, the other increases duration. The male 
speakers performing [+masc] readings results do not overall follow in predicted directions, often 
moving in the opposite direction than that predicted. However, their performances are clearly 
more masculine indicating that there are other phonetic variants at work, such as increased 
creakiness and reduced speed.  

These results indicate three important findings. First, they indicate, through overall 
direction of effect, that speakers have some access to fricative variation information. Second, 
they indicate that awareness and manipulation of fricative parameters varies depending on the 
speaker and the task (cross-versus same-gender performances). Finally, they indicate that there 
are other gender cues that may be more readily salient/producible.  

The future challenge is to determine what other variants are more salient or over-ride 
fricative variation, to create experimental designs that can better capture speaker knowledge of 
the gender indexation system they use, and to untangle the relationship of the complex variation 
that fricatives display. In other words, to understand whether or not all fricative variation is 
socially meaningful, and if so, to support that such variation is indexed with gender. This will 



allow us to better understand the linguistic system used in gendering processes and will provide 
support to our analyses which assume that such a system exists. Further, the complexity of 
identity indicates that gender performance will be influenced by variables such as ethnicity, race, 
age and social class. It is important to explore how these interconnecting identities behave in a 
larger social (linguistic) system.  
 


